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Abstract. Generative Neural Radiance Field (GNeRF) models, which extract
implicit 3D representations from 2D images, have recently been shown to pro-
duce realistic images representing rigid/semi-rigid objects, such as human faces
or cars. However, they usually struggle to generate high-quality images repre-
senting non-rigid objects, such as the human body, which is of a great interest for
many computer graphics applications. This paper proposes a 3D-aware Semantic-
Guided Generative Model (3D-SGAN) for human image synthesis, which com-
bines a GNeRF with a texture generator. The former learns an implicit 3D rep-
resentation of the human body and outputs a set of 2D semantic segmentation
masks. The latter transforms these semantic masks into a real image, adding a
realistic texture to the human appearance. Without requiring additional 3D in-
formation, our model can learn 3D human representations with a photo-realistic,
controllable generation. Our experiments on the DeepFashion dataset show that
3D-SGAN significantly outperforms the most recent baselines. The code is avail-
able at https://github.com/zhangqianhui/3DSGAN.
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1 Introduction

Recent deep generative models can generate and manipulate high-quality images.
For instance, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [14], have been applied to dif-
ferent tasks, such as image-to-image translation [87, 10, 25], portrait editing [2, 69, 77,
70], and semantic image synthesis [57], to mention a few. However, most state-of-the-
art GAN models [19, 28, 32, 33, 29, 20, 30] are trained using 2D images only, operate
in the 2D domain, and ignore the 3D nature of the world. Thus, they often struggle to
disentangle the underlying 3D factors of the represented objects.

Recently, different 3D-aware generative models [50, 51, 80] have been proposed
to solve this problem. Since most of these methods do not need 3D annotations, they
can create 3D content while reducing the hardware costs of common computer graphics
alternatives. Differently from generating 3D untextured shapes [80, 13], some of these
methods [88, 9, 50, 39, 51] focus on 3D-aware realistic image generation and con-
trollability. Generally speaking, these models mimic the traditional computer graphics
rendering pipeline: they first model the 3D structure, then they use a (differentiable)
projection module to project the 3D structure into 2D images. The latter may be a depth
map [9], a sketch [88] or a feature map [50] which is finally mapped into the real image
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Fig. 1: A qualitative comparison between different generation methods: GRAF [68], pi-
GAN [7], GIRAFFE [53], ShadeGAN [56] CIPS-3D [85], and 3D-SGAN (Ours).

by a rendering module. During training, some methods require 3D data [88, 9], and
some [50, 39, 51] can learn a 3D representation directly from raw images.

An important class of implicit 3D representations are the Neural Radiance Fields
(NeRFs), which can generate high-quality unseen views of complex scenes [48, 26,
12, 59, 58, 60, 7]. Generative NeRFs (GNeRFs) combine NeRFs with GANs in order to
condition the generation process with a latent code governing the object’s appearance or
shape [68, 7, 53]. However, these methods [68, 7, 53, 56, 85] focus on relatively simple
and “rigid” objects, such as cars and faces, and they usually struggle to generate highly
non-rigid objects such as the human body (e.g., see Fig. 1). This is likely due to the fact
that the human body appearance is highly variable because of both its articulated poses
and the variability of the clothes texture, being these two factors entangled with each
other. Thus, adversarially learning the data distribution modeling all these factors, is a
hard task, especially when the training set is relatively small.

To mitigate this problem, we propose to split the human generation process in two
separate steps and use intermediate segmentation masks as the bridge of these two
stages. Specifically, our 3D-aware Semantic-Guided Generative model (3D-SGAN) is
composed of two generators: a GNeRF model and a texture generator. The GNeRF
model learns the 3D structure of the human body and generates a semantic segmen-
tation of the main body components, which is largely invariant to the surface texture.
The texture generator translates the previous segmentation output into a photo-realistic
image. To control the texture style, a Variational AutoEncoder (VAE [35]) approach
with a StyleGAN-like [33] decoder is used to modulate the final decoding process. The
similar idea has been used in [38], but their semantic generator is 2D, and it cannot
perform 3D manipulations. We empirically show that splitting the human generation
process into these two stages brings the following three advantages. First, the GNeRF
model is able to learn the intrinsic 3D geometry of the human body, even when trained
with a small dataset. Second, the texture generator can successfully translate seman-
tic information into a textured object. Third, both generators can be controlled by ex-
plicitly varying their respective conditioning latent codes. Moreover, we propose two
consistency losses to further disentangle the latent codes representing the garment type
(which we call the “semantic” code) and the human pose. Finally, since there is no gen-
eral metric which can be used to evaluate the 3D consistency of image generation with
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multiple viewpoints, we propose a point matching-based metric which we name av-
erage Matched Points (aMP). Experiments conducted on the DeepFashion dataset [41]
show that 3D-SGAN can generate high-quality person images significantly outperform-
ing state-of-the-art approaches. In summary, the main contributions of this work are:

1) We propose 3D-SGAN, which combines a GNeRF with a VAE-conditioned texture
generator for human-image synthesis.

2) We propose two consistency losses to increase the disentanglement between se-
mantic information (e.g., garment type) and the human pose.

3) We show that 3D-SGAN generates high-quality human images, significantly out-
performing the previous controllable state-of-the-art methods.

4) We propose a new metric (aMP) to evaluate the 3D-view consistency.

2 Related work

3D-aware image synthesis is based on generative models which incorporate a 3D scene
representation. This allows rendering photo-realistic images from different viewpoints.
Early methods use GAN-based architectures for building 3D voxel [80, 13, 43, 22]
or mesh [62, 21] representations. However, they mostly focus on learning untextured
3D structures. More recently, different methods learn textured representations directly
from 2D images [79, 88, 50, 68, 12, 52, 53]. The resulting controllable 3D scene rep-
resentation can be used for image synthesis. Some of these methods [88, 9] require
extra 3D data for disentangling shape from texture. The main idea is to generate an
internal 3D shape and then project this shape into 2D sketches [88] or depth maps [9],
which are finally rendered in a realistic image. Other methods are directly trained on 2D
images without using 3D data [50, 68, 51, 53, 81, 74]. For instance, inspired by Style-
GANv2 [33], Thu et al. [50] propose HoloGAN, which predicts 3D abstract features
using 3D convolutions, and then projects these features into a 2D representation which
is finally decoded into an image. However, the learnable projection function, e.g., the
decoder, results in an entangled representation, thus the view-consistency of the gener-
ated images is degraded. Katja et al. [68] use a NeRF to represent the 3D scene and a
volume rendering technique to render the final image. However, this model works at rel-
atively low image resolutions and it is restricted to single-object scenes. To tackle these
issues, some works propose object-aware scene representations. For example, Liao et
al. [39] combine a 2D generator and a projection module with a 3D generator which out-
puts multiple abstract 3D primitives. Every stage in this model outputs multiple terms
to separately represent each object. Instead of abstract 3D primitives, Phuoc et al. [51]
use a voxel feature grid as the 3D representation, but their method fails to generate con-
sistent images at high-resolution. Michael et al. [53] recently introduced GIRAFFE, a
multiple-object scene representation based on NeRFs, jointly with an object composi-
tion operator. GIRAFFE is the state-of-the-art 3D-aware approach for both single and
multiple object generation tasks. A few very recent papers [56, 75] propose to learn an
accurate object geometry by introducing a relighting module into the rendering process.
Xu et al. [82], explicitly learn a structural and a textural representation (a feature vol-
ume), which is used jointly with the implicit NeRF mechanism. Chan et al. [8], propose
to replace the 3D volume with three projection feature planes. Finally, 3D-consistency
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Fig. 2: An overview of the proposed 3D-SGAN architecture, composed of two main
generators. G3D (on the left) follows a GNeRF structure, with a NeRF kernel used to
represent implicit 3D information, latent codes governing different appearance varia-
tions and a discriminator (Ds) which is used for adversarial training. The output of
G3D is the semantic masks Ĩs (middle). The second generator (Gt, right) translates the
semantic masks into a photo-realistic image Ĩ . Also Gt is trained adversarially (see top
right, the second discriminator Dt). The human generation process can be controlled by
interpolating different latent codes: the semantics zzzs, the pose zzzp, the camera zzzc, and
the texture code zzzt. The bottom of the figure shows the GAN inversion scheme.

is addressed in [17, 85, 54], where, e.g., StyleGAN-based networks are used for neural
rendering. However, most of these works fail to disentangle the semantic attributes.

While previous methods can achieve impressive rigid-object generation and manip-
ulation results, they usually struggle to deal with non-rigid objects with complex pose
and texture variations. For instance, the human body is a non-rigid object which is very
important in many generative applications.
GANs for human generation. GANs [14] have been widely used for different ob-
ject categories, such as, for instance, faces [31, 28, 32, 6], cars [31, 32, 68, 51], and
churches [53]. However, GANs still struggle to produce high-quality full-human body
images, because of the complex pose variations. Very recently, Sarkar et al. [66] pro-
posed a VAE-GAN model for the pose transfer and the part sampling tasks. In more de-
tail, this model extracts an UV texture map from the input image using DensePose [3],
and then encodes the texture into a Gaussian distribution. Then, it samples from this dis-
tribution and warps the sample into the target pose space. Finally, the warped latent code
is used as input to the decoder. Compared to Sarkar et al. [66], our method does not use
an SMPL nor DensePose to extract the point correspondences as additional supervised
information. Despite that, 3D-SGAN can learn 3D representations of the human body
and control the generation process (e.g., by changing the input camera parameters).

StylePeople [16] is based on a full-body human avatar, which combines Style-
GANv2 [33] with neural dressing. The StyleGANv2 module samples neural textures,
and these textures are superimposed on the meshes of an SMPL. The textured meshes
are finally rendered into an image. In contrast, our 3D-SGAN can perform semantic
disentanglement and manipulation using semantic codes.
Pose transfer aims to synthesize person images in a novel view or in a new pose. This
is a very challenging task, since it requires very complicated spatial transformations to
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account for different poses. Most works in this field can be categorized by the way in
which the human pose is represented. Early works are based on keypoints [45, 71, 89,
61, 76, 46, 47, 24, 5, 44, 27, 72, 86, 63, 73, 83, 64]. More recent methods [15, 49, 67, 65,
40] use correspondences between pixel location in 2D images and points in SMPL [42]
(usually estimated using DensePose [18]). However, these approaches usually struggle
to simultaneously provide a realistic and a 3D controllable person generation.

3 Preliminaries

NeRF [48] is an implicit model which represents a 3D scene using the weights of
a multilayer perceptron (MLP). This MLP (h) takes as input a 3D coordinate xxx ∈ R3

and a view direction ddd ∈ R2, and outputs the density (or “opacity”, o) and the view-
dependent RGB color value ccc:

(ccc, o) = h(γ(xxx), γ(ddd)), (1)

where γ is a positional encoding function [78]. On the other hand, Generative NeRF
(GNeRF) [68] is a NeRF conditioned on the latent codes zzzg and zzza, respectively repre-
senting the geometric shape and the object appearance, and drawn from a priori distri-
butions. GNeRFs [68, 53] are trained using an adversarial approach. In GIRAFFE [53],
the color value (ccc in Eq. 1) is replaced by an intermediate feature vector fff :

(fff, o) = h(γ(xxx), γ(ddd), zzzg, zzza). (2)

fff is mapped into a photo-realistic image using a volume and neural rendering mod-
ule R and fed to a discriminator (more details in [68, 53]).

Our 3D generator (see Sec. 4) is inspired by GIRAFFE [53]. However, it learns
to produce a segmentation image, a simpler task with respect to directly generating a
photo-realistic image (see Sec. 1).

4 The proposed 3D-SGAN

Fig. 2 shows the proposed 3D-SGAN architecture, composed of two main modules:
a 3D-based segmentation mask generator and a texture generator. The former (G3D)
generates semantic segmentation masks of the human body which correspond to the
main body parts and depend on the type of clothes, the camera viewpoint and the human
pose. On the other hand, the texture generator (Gt) takes as input these segmentation
masks and translates them into a photo-realistic image, adding a texture style randomly
drawn from a pre-learned marginal distribution. The two modules are trained separately.

4.1 3D generator for semantic mask rendering

Given a set of 2D human image samples {Ii}Ni=1, we first use an off-the-shelf human
parsing tool [4] to obtain the corresponding ground-truth semantic segmentation masks
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{Iis}Ni=1. Using T = {(Ii, Iis)}Ni=1 as our training set, the goal is to train a two-step
generative model:

Ĩ = G(zzzc, zzzs, zzzp, zzzt) = Gt(G3D(zzzc, zzzs, zzzp), zzzt), (3)

where Ĩ is the final generated image. The latent codes zzzc ∼ Pc (see Sec.5), zzzs ∼
N (0, III), zzzp ∼ N (0, III), and zzzt ∼ N (0, III) represent, respectively: the camera view-
point, the semantics (i.e., the garment type), the body pose and the human texture.

The structure of our 3D Generator G3D is inspired by GIRAFFE [53] (Sec. 3).
However, differently from [68, 53], which learn to generate a textured object, in our
case, h learns to generate a semantically segmented image. Specifically, we use a latent
semantic code (zzzs) to condition the final segmentation output on the type of garment.
As shown in Fig. 2, zzzs does not influence the opacity generation branch, and it is in-
jected into the direction-dependent branch, which finally outputs a feature vector fff ,
representing a point-wise semantic content. Formally, we have:

(fff, o) = h(γ(xxx), γ(ddd), zzzc, zzzs, zzzp). (4)

Following [68, 53], we generate a set of pairs {(fff, o)} which are finally projected into
the 2D plane using a rendering module R [48, 53] (see Sec. 3), and represented by the
segmentation masks Ĩs. Specifically, Ĩs is a tensor composed of ns channels, where
each channel represents a segmentation mask of the same spatial resolution of the real
images in T (Fig. 2).

G3D is trained jointly with a discriminator Ds, which learns to discriminate between
real (Is) and fake (Ĩs) segmentation masks (more details in Sec. 4.4).

4.2 VAE-conditioned texture generator

The goal of our texture generator Gt is twofold: (1) mapping the segmentation
masks Ĩs generated by G3D into a textured human image and (2) learning a marginal
distribution of the human texture using the dataset T . The latter is obtained using a Vari-
ational AutoEncoder (VAE [35]) framework, which we use to learn how to modulate
the texture style of the decoder. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 3, Gt is composed of a
semantic encoder Es, a texture encoder Et, and a decoder De. De is based on a Style-
GANv2 architecture [33], in which a style code is used to “demodulate” the weights of
each convolutional layer. We modify this architecture using a variational approach, in
which the style code, at inference time, is extracted from a learned marginal distribu-
tion. In more detail, given a segmentation tensor Is, we use Es to extract the semantic
content which is decoded into the final image using De and a texture code zzzt. The lat-
ter is sampled using the VAE encoder Et, which converts a real input image I into a
latent-space normal distribution (N (µµµ,σσσ)), from which zzzt is randomly chosen:

(µµµ,σσσ) = Et(I), zzzt ∼ N (µµµ,σσσ), Ĩ = De(Es(Is), zzzt). (5)

Gt is trained using the pairs in T . Specifically, given a pair of samples (Ii, Iis),
we use an adversarial loss ℓtadv (and a dedicated discriminator Dt), jointly with a re-
construction loss ℓr, and a standard Kullback-Leibler divergence (Dkl) loss (ℓkl) [35]:

ℓr = ||Gt(I
i
s, zzzt)− Ii||1, ℓkl = Dkl(N (µµµ,σσσ)||N (000, III)). (6)
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Fig. 3: The proposed VAE-conditioned texture generator. ModConv stands for “Modu-
lated Convolution” [33].
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Note that, in the reconstruction process, Gt cannot ignore the segmentation tensor (Iis)
and its corresponding encoder Es. In fact, the information extracted from the real image
I , and encoded using Et, is not enough for the decoder to represent the image content,
since zzzt is used only as a style modulator in De.

4.3 Consistency losses for semantics and pose disentanglement

In G3D, the opacity value (o), computed by h, does not depend on the latent code
zzzs. Despite that, we have empirically observed that the semantics (zzzs) and the pose (zzzp)
representations are highly entangled. We presume this is due to the convolutional filters
in R (Sec. 3), where the two latent factors are implicitly merged. In order to increase the
disentanglement of these factors, we propose two self-supervised consistency losses.
Silhouette-based geometric consistency. This loss is based on the idea that two dif-
ferent body segmentations (e.g., long-sleeve vs. short- sleeve, etc.), produced using two
different semantic codes zzzs1 and zzzs2, but keeping fixed the pose and the camera codes,
once they are binarized, should correspond to roughly the same silhouette (see Fig. 4
(a)). Formally, the proposed geometric consistency loss ℓss is defined as:

ℓss =∥B(G3D(zzzc, zzzs1, zzzp))−B(G3D(zzzc, zzzs2, zzzp))∥1, (7)

where B(Ĩs) maps the segmentation masks Ĩs into a binary silhouette image.
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Pose-based semantic consistency. Analogously to ℓss, the proposed pose-based se-
mantic consistency loss is based on the idea that two different pose codes should pro-
duce a similar body segmentation. However, as shown in Fig. 4 (b), despite the body be-
ing partitioned in similar semantic segments (e.g., because the clothes have not changed),
when the human pose changes, the overall spatial layout of these segments can also
change (e.g., see the two different arm positions in Fig. 4 (b)). For this reason, we for-
mulate a semantic consistency loss (ℓps) which is spatial-invariant, and it is based on the
channel-by-channel comparison of two segmentation masks. In more detail, given two
different pose codes zzzp1 and zzzp2, and fixing the semantics and the camera code, we first
produce two corresponding segmentation tensors Ĩ1s and Ĩ2s . Then, for each tensor and
each channel, we sum all the channel-specific mask values over the spatial dimension
and we get two spatial invariant vectors sssp1, sssp2 ∈ Rns . Finally, ℓps is given by:

ℓps =

ns∑
i=1

[max(
| sssp1[i]− sssp2[i] |

sssp1[i] + ϵ
, ρ)− ρ], (8)

where sss[i] is the i-th channel value of vector sss, ϵ is a small value used for numerical
stability, and ρ is a margin representing the tolerable channel-wise difference.

4.4 Training and inference

G3D is trained using an adversarial loss (ℓsadv) jointly with ℓss and ℓps (Sec. 4.3):

ℓ3D = ℓsadv + λ1ℓss + λ2ℓps, (9)

where λ1 and λ2 are hyper-parameters controlling the contribution of each loss term.
Gt is trained using a variational-adversarial approach (VAE-GAN [37]):

ℓtr = ℓtadv + λ3ℓr + λ4ℓkl, (10)

where λ3 and λ4 are hyper-parameters, and ℓtr is the overall objective function of Gt.
G3D and Gt are trained separately. However, at inference time, the tensor Ĩs, gener-

ated by G3D, is fed to Gt, along with a texture code zzzt, randomly drawn from a standard
normal distribution:

zzzt ∼ N (000, III), Ĩ = De(Es(Ĩs), zzzt). (11)

4.5 Real image editing using GAN inversion

The variational method proposed in Sec. 4.2 cannot completely reconstruct the in-
put image. For real image editing, we use a GAN inversion technique [1] to optimize the
values of the latent codes corresponding to a real input image I . Since we have two sepa-
rate generators (G3D and Gt), the optimization process is based on two steps (see Fig. 2,
bottom). Specifically, given a pair of real image and its corresponding segmentation
masks (extracted using [4], see Sec. 4.1) (I, Is), we first generate Ĩs = G3D(zzzc, zzzs, zzzp)

and we optimize ||Ĩs − Is||1 with respect to zzzc, zzzs and zzzp. Let zzz∗c , zzz
∗
s and zzz∗p be the
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Fig. 5: A qualitative comparison. ‘Random’ means that the results are generated by ran-
domly sampling the latent codes from the corresponding learned marginal distributions.
The other 3 columns show controllable person generations with respect to the rotation,
the human pose, and the texture attribute. The lack of the ’Object Pose’ and the ’Tex-
ture’ results for both pi-GAN and ShadeGAN is due to the fact that both methods use a
single latent code to model both the texture and the geometry.

optimal values so found, and let Ĩ∗s = G3D(zzz∗c , zzz
∗
s, zzz

∗
p). Then, we use Ĩ = Gt(Ĩ

∗
s , zzzt)

and we optimize ||Ĩ− I||1+ τLPIPS(Ĩ , I) with respect to zzzt, where LPIPS(I1, I2)
is the LPIPS distance between two images [84] and we use τ = 10.

Once obtained the latent codes (zzz∗c , zzz
∗
s, zzz

∗
p, zzz

∗
t ) corresponding to a real image, editing

can be easily done by changing these codes.

5 Experiments

Datasets. We use the DeepFashion In-shop Clothes Retrieval benchmark [41], which
consists of 52,712 high-resolution (1101×750 pixels) person images with various ap-
pearances and poses. This dataset has been widely used in pose transfer tasks. We use
the following preprocessing. First, we remove overly cropped images, such as incom-
plete images of humans. Then, the remaining 42,977 images are resized into a 256×256
resolution, and are divided into 41,001 training and 1,976 testing images.
Training details. Following GIRAFFE [53], the camera distribution Pc can be imple-
mented by first sampling the camera code from a uniform distribution over the dataset-
dependent camera elevation angles, and then applying an object affine transformation
to sample 3D points and rays. Both Gt and G3D are trained using the RMSprop opti-
mizer [36]. The learning rate for both the discriminator and the generator is set to 10−4.
For the loss weights, we use: λ1=0.01, λ2=0.01, λ3=1, and λ4=1. For GAN inversion,
we use the Adam optimizer [34] with a learning rate of 10−2.
Baselines. We compare 3D-SGAN with five state-of-the-art 3D-aware generative ap-
proaches, i.e., GRAF [68], pi-GAN [7], GIRAFFE [53], ShadeGAN [56] and CIPS-
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Table 1: A quantitative comparison using the FID (↓) and the aMP (↑) scores.

Method
FID ↓ aMP ↑

Random Rotation Object-Pose Texture Rotation

GRAF [68] 52.68 176.9 57.76 220.9 64.0
pi-GAN [7] 137.6 213.7 - - 58.0
GIRAFFE [53] 42.73 123.4 82.61 98.41 51.0
ShadeGAN [56] 134.7 232.4 - - 89.0
CIPS-3D [85] 69.45 156.9 233.6 36.16 60.0
3D-SGAN 8.240 117.3 54.00 60.63 81.0

GRAF  pi-GAN GIRAFFE 

3D-SGAN  ShadeGAN CIPS-3D 

: 73MP : 43MP : 50MP

: 94MP : 65MP :86MP

Fig. 6: Computing MP between pairs of generated images with 2 different viewpoints.

3D [85]. For each baseline, we use the corresponding publicly available code with a
few minor adaptations for the DeepFashion dataset. Note that some concurrent meth-
ods, such as StyleNeRF [17], GRAM [11], Tri-plane [8], StyleSDF [55] achieve a per-
formance very similar to CIPS-3D. Moreover, for some of them there is no released
code yet, thus, a direct comparison is not possible. The comparison with the 2D-GAN
model HumanGAN [66] can be found in the supplementary material.
Metrics. We adopt the widely used FID [23] scores to evaluate the quality of the gener-
ated human images, following common protocols (e.g., using 5,000 fake samples, etc.).
And we propose the average Matched Points (aMP) to evaluate the 3D-view consis-
tency of the generated images. The supplementary document provides the introduction
of this metric.

5.1 Comparisons with state-of-the-art methods

Unconditioned human generation. Fig. 5 (“Random” column) shows a qualitative
comparison between image samples generated by all the models. GRAF [68], pi-GAN [7]
and ShadeGAN [56] fail to generate realistic human images. GIRAFFE [53] and CIPS-
3D [85] generate reasonable human images, but they suffer from visual artifacts and
texture blurs. In contrast, 3D-SGAN synthesizes much better and more photo-realistic
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Fig. 7: Controllable person generation by interpolating latent codes (Rows 1-4). The
fifth row shows texture generation results obtained randomly sampling zzzt.

images. This qualitative analysis is confirmed in Tab. 1, where the corresponding FID
scores show that 3D-SGAN significantly outperforms all the other baselines.
Controllable human generation. We analyse the representation controllability of all
the models, which reflects the ability to disentangle different attributes from each other.
We do this by manipulating a single latent code while fixing the others. Fig. 5 (columns
“Rotation”, “Object Pose” and “Texture”) shows a qualitative comparison by varying
only a single latent code. We observe that all the models can rotate the camera view-
point. However, GRAF and CIPS-3D fail to disentangle the object pose and the texture.
Moreover, pi-GAN and ShadeGAN also suffer from the same problem, since they use
one single latent code to model both texture and geometry. On the other hand, both GI-
RAFFE [53] and 3D-SGAN can effectively disentangle the different variation factors,
but GIRAFFE [53] suffers from multi-view inconsistencies and mode collapse for the
texture generation. In Table 1, we use FID scores to evaluate the realistic degree of each
attribute (e.g., “Rotation”, etc.). This is done computing FIDs using only the manip-
ulated (e.g., rotated) fake images, which are compared with all the real images in the
dataset. Note that this protocol cannot measure the attribute-based consistency. In most
cases, 3D-SGAN has better FID scores than the other baselines.

In order to evaluate the 3D-view consistency, we use our proposed aMP metric
(Sec. 5). Table 1 shows that 3D-SGAN gets the best aMP scores with respect to all the
other methods except from ShadeGAN, which however generates much less realistic
images, as testified by the very high FIDs (134.7 vs. our 8.24, Table 1, first column) and
qualitatively shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 shows additional controllable human image generation results obtained with
3D-SGAN. The generated images are realistic and, in most cases, the attributes are
effectively disentangled. Specifically, Fig. 7 (1-st row) shows camera rotation results.
The images generated by interpolating the camera pose parameter are consistent, and
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Fig. 8: A qualitative analysis of ℓss (a), ℓps (b), and G3D (c). (a) and (c) show inter-
polation results between semantics codes zzzs1 and zzzs2. (b) shows interpolation results
between pose codes zzzp1 and zzzp2.

Table 2: A quantitative analysis of ℓss (left) and ℓps (right). In the latter case, we use
LPIPS to measure the diversity of sample pairs generated by interpolating zzzp.

Metrics w/o ℓss w/ ℓss Metrics w/o ℓps w/ ℓps

L1 ↓ 5.2489 3.9614 LPIPS ↓ 0.1132 0.0393

the transition from one image to the next is smooth, while simultaneously preserving
the other attributes such as the texture and the pose. On the other hand, the second row
shows images generated by interpolating the pose code. We again observe that human
identity has been well preserved. Similarly, the other rows show that the non-target
attributes have been well preserved. Finally, the third row shows that the head poses
from left to right undergo only minor changes (“face frontalization”). This is likely due
to both the limited training data and the data bias of the typical fashion images, where
people have a frontal face. Additional results are shown in the Supplementary Material.

5.2 Ablation study

The consistency losses. Fig. 8 (a) shows a comparison between the results generated
by 3D-SGAN with and without ℓss. The effectiveness of ℓss is shown by observing that,
when removed, the generation process suffers from serious geometric inconsistencies.
Specifically, the segmentation masks in Fig. 8 (a1) have undesirable pose variations,
while Fig. 8 (a2) shows that ℓss can largely alleviate this problem. To quantitatively
evaluate this effect, we randomly sample two different semantic codes and we compute
the L1 distance between the silhouettes of the corresponding generated segmentations.
We average the scores over 500 different samples. The results reported in Table 2 (left)
validate the effectiveness of this loss for improving the geometric consistency.

Analogously, Fig. 8 (b) qualitatively evaluates the impact of ℓps with respect to the
semantic consistency over different pose codes. For instance, in Fig. 8 (b1) there is no
“red” region in the segmentation masks in the first and in the second column. However,
this region is present in columns 3 and 4. Conversely, Fig. 8 (a2) shows that ℓps can
alleviate this phenomenon. To quantitatively evaluate lps, we use LPIPS [84], and we
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Fig. 9: An analysis of the impact of the semantic masks (a) and the VAE-conditioned
texture generator (b).

Table 3: A quantitative analysis of the 3D generator G3D, the semantic masks (SMs)
and the VAE in our 3D-SGAN.

Metrics w/ G2D w/o SMs w/o VAE full

FID ↓ 13.24 66.79 14.35 8.240

measure the average pairwise diversity of the sample pairs generated by interpolating
zp (the lower the diversity, the higher the intra-pair consistency). Tab. 2 (right) shows
that the full model achieves a lower diversity than the variant without ℓps.
The 3D generator. To evaluate the benefit of using a GNeRF based generator, we re-
place it with a vanilla GAN (G2D), which takes the pose and the semantics code as
inputs. In this experiment, we keep all the other modules fixed. Note that G2D cannot
manipulate the camera parameters and, thus, it cannot generate images from multiple
viewpoints. Moreover, G3D can better disentangle the semantics and the pose factors
with respect to G2D, as demonstrated by Fig. 8 (c), where we show interpolation results
between two different semantic codes. Tab. 3 shows the G3D (the full model) achieves
significantly better FID scores than G2D.
The semantic masks and the texture generator. Existing methods such as GRAF [68]
and GIRAFFE [53] do not use an additional texture generator which translates seman-
tic masks into textured images. In contrast, the effectiveness of our semantic-based
approach is shown in Fig. 5 and Table 1. However, to provide an apple-to-apple com-
parison and further verify the effectiveness of the semantic masks, we use an additional
baseline. Specifically, in this baseline, we render the 3D representation of G3D into fea-
tures rather than semantic masks and we use the texture generator to map these features
into the final image. Fig. 9 (a) shows the comparison of our full model with this base-
line. We observe that the baseline (w/o semantic masks) fails to generate high-quality
human images. Tab. 3 shows that the full model quantitatively outperforms this baseline
in terms of FID scores.
The Variational Autoencoder. We evaluate the effect of conditioning Gt using a VAE
(Sec. 4.2). This is done by removing the texture encoder Et jointly with ℓkl and ℓr from
Eq. (10). Fig. 9 (b) shows the comparison between the VAE-based approach and this
variant. Both models generate human images with a high texture variability. However,
the variant w/o VAE fails to preserve semantic information, i.e., the coherence between
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sz

Fig. 10: Real data semantic editing results using GAN inversion.

the semantic masks, describing the clothes layout, and the final generated clothes. This
shows that our VAE-based Gt learns to effectively map the semantic tensors to human
images while modeling the texture distribution with the latent code zzzt. Tab. 3 shows
that this variant is significantly outperformed by the proposed VAE-based encoder.

5.3 Real human image editing

In this section, we use GAN inversion for real data editing tasks. The second col-
umn of Fig. 10 shows that the optimal code values (zzz∗c , zzz

∗
s, zzz

∗
p, zzz

∗
t ), obtained using the

procedure described in Sec. 4.5, lead to an effective reconstruction of the real input data
(first column). In the other columns, we linearly manipulate the semantic code zzz∗s while
keeping fixed the other codes. Specifically, the second row of Fig. 10 shows the gener-
ated images corresponding to the semantic masks in the first row. These results demon-
strates the effectiveness of the GAN inversion mechanism and the possibility to apply
our model to a wide range of human image editing tasks. We computed the average
LPIPS and MS-SSIM scores between real and inversion images, respectively obtaining
0.0301 and 0.912, which confirms the high reconstruction quality of our inversion.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a 3D-aware Semantic-Guided Generative model (3D-SGAN) for hu-
man synthesis. We use a generative NeRF to implicitly represent the 3D human body
and we render the 3D representation into 2D segmentation masks. Then, these masks
are mapped into the final images using a VAE-conditioned texture generator. Moreover,
we propose two consistency losses further disentangle the pose and the semantics fac-
tors. Our experiments show that the proposed approach generates human images which
are significantly more realistic and more controllable than state-of-the-art methods.
Acknowledgements This work was supported by the EU H2020 projects AI4Media
(No.951911) and SPRING (No. 871245).
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